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ABSTRACT

A general analysis of f in i te temperature renornalizatlon

group equations for aassless theories Is presented. It Is found

that In a direction where momenta and temperature are scaled up

with their ratio fixed the coupling constant behaves In the same

manner as In zero teaperature and that asymptotic freedom at short

distances Is also maintained at finite teaperature.
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1. Introduction

Recently many works have appeared in which the idea of Finite

Temperature Renormallzatlon Group (-FTRG)'-1^ is applied. A key

concept in the scheme of FTRG i s a "temperature dependent

effective coupling constant". The temperature dependent effective

coupling constant i s , roughly speaking, an approximate vertex

function corresponding to the tree coupling at finite temperature.

It is Important to investigate how i t behaves with momenta and

temperature.

In the present paper we consider a general massless theory

having only one coupling constant and point out several features

about the behavior of the coupling constant with momentum and

temperature. To be concrete l e t us f i r s t consider the 1-polnt

in massless \<p theory at one-loop leve l .
C21Calculation Is performed by the use of the real t ine formalism

and of the dimensional regular izat ion . At the point pf-O, pt •"?. -

P (&/~4*")' I "1~1» the r e s u l t i s expressed as

where
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The very simple but Important aspect Is that the thermal
correction Is a function of Tf,. This property Is common to other
massless theories. It means the equivalence of the following

limiting cases:

P—»0 (oo) with T fixed and T-»oo(0) with P fixed.

Noting that

we observe the following:
(i) The thermal correction nay be negligible at very short
distances.
(ii) At large distances or at high temperature ( Jppl ) the theraal
correction becomes large and dominates over the zero temperature
contribution. Thus at finite temperature the Infra-red behavior
nay be drastically different froa that In the zero temperature
case.
(Hi) In the region of ~\/p % 1 this one-loop result Is not

reliable. In this region we must consider higher order

contributions. This may leads us to the use of renoraalizatlon

group technique at finite temperature.
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2. Finite temperature renoraallzatlon and B function

In the Jcheme of FTRG the propagators and coupling constant

are renormallzed at a given set or momenta and temperature. Thus

FTRG necessarily Involves the subtraction of the f in i te parts

including the temperature corrections besides pole terns. For

example In the case of \<p theory our r e n o r a a l l z a t l o n

prescription I s /

T-x'

- A t4)

where M̂- denotes the momentum of the subtraction point which Is

chosen to be identical with the arbitrary scale parameter In the

dimensional regurallzatlon. He perform the renornal 1 zation

procedure spec i f ied above for general massless theor ie s .

Hereafter the coupling constant In general massless theories i s

denoted as g. Since the coupling constant g i s a function of

(*• ana X , there exist two yff functions, /£=/"l4- and fa- T&L .

in our scheme of finite temperature renormallzatlon.

The renormalization constant for the coupling constant g i s

written as
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It relates the renormalized coupling constant g to the bare

coupling constant g8 as

Following the procedure in r e f . [ 3 ] we obtain the equations for

ft. «"<» fix •

(ft. +1$ +

We s e t

By inserting (5) and (8) into (7-1) and (7-2) we obtain

• - • £ * #
and
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Furthermore by defining

7 = — t.-i 2

we can rewrite (9-1), (9-2), (10-1) and (10-2) as

(u -O

SL and p, are determined by ̂  and £, and are functions of g and

ts . We expand 2, 3 n d Z, a s a Power series in g

i = —^ = —= s aH l + ct«? *— o*}

where

<2» is given by the coefficients of pole terms of the wave function

and vertex renormal1zation constants at one-loop level. Therefore

&,. Is independent of "*y because pole terns are Independent of
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temperature. * 0 n ( i g 1 ) and Qitij 2 2) are dependent on

Inserting (13) and (It) into (11-1) and (11-2) we obtain F 2 )

where

l>j ~Ja,j +ai,a,, -4.an2tt -4a,, (a,i -a., a,,) .

From ( 1 6 ) a n d ( 1 7 )

ffi^llU * t } «n

We have obtained all the relations necessary for the subsequent

discussions.
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3. Discussions

In (19) $. +/?T describes the change of g along the radial

direct ion In (.ft-T) space . The r ight hand s ide of (19) I s

formally Identical with the zero temperature (3(2) In the mass

independent renormallzatlon scheme. At f i n i t e tenperature

ftp "I" fix contains TyU, In general. Nevertheless i t can be

verified that 1st. and 2nd. terms are independent of /•£• so they

are determined by zero temperature perturbation. Fron (18) bi Is

independent of ^ . Also by considering (12-2) up to g*, we find

- 0

which ensures bj Is Independent of Jj£. . bj Is dependent on Jfn. In

general. This property guarantees that i f we sca le up the

momentum and temperature with their ratio fixed, the coupling

constant g behaves in the same manner as in zero temperature so

far as g la small.

How let us see the behavior of g as /* ~* <*> with V fixed. In

(16), as we let /*• —* oo , the 2nd. term tends to vanish because

An (Lu—&it, ••• soes to zero as we let T-»0. Therefore,

fi-
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Thus at very short distances $» Is essentlaly the same as at

zero temperature.

From the above two properties we find the following (See

Fig.1). Let us consider a theory which Is asynptotically free at

short distances at zero temperature. Parametrizing gtft.O) by the

so called /\ parameter as

-t, ,„,(£)
< ' • < » > >

we see that R(ft.o) Is small for sufficiently large f*- . So,

supposing j*,^ l\ , the coupling constant Is saall at the point A,

-A,(yU,,O) In (yk-T)space ,

Ur-> o) « l

From the point A, we move upwardly t c the point A2 -Aji/i,f z,) where

C / l | « 1. By approximating (17) as

we obtain the coupling constant g-g(/'., r'' a t t h e point Aa,

where
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Then, lr J(ft.,0')\Q.'t,l6)\-('%)«i\ • we find that g re««ins snail at

the point A] ,

From the point kz we move outwardly along the l ine 0A» to some

point A3(/i.,,ti) where Tî »» - /f-\ • Since g(/<.,T,) i s small

fa + fa can be approxlnated to be b, g2 on the line AaAj 90 that g

decreases logarithmically on the way to Kj from Ki,

I -t>,U/<,,-c.)/os(%)

At the point k3 we turn to the X. direction and aove up to the

point A4 where g becomes equal to g(/i*»t"i). Then we again aove

outwardly along the line OA4 to a point, ks , where g is smaller

than g(ft,,T,) and then from A r we move upwardly to the point A«

where g-g(«,>r, )• Repeating this process Me find that on the line

A, AjAjAf ••• the coupling constant g is small.

Now let us consider the coupling constant at any point, P, in the

shaded region In Flg.1. There exists a straight line OP which

crosses the line A/A2AjA«--- at a point, R. Since g<K' at R, g

decreases logarithmically along the line RP. So, we can conclude

that g Is small In the shaded region. Furthermore, as ft -* 00 with

Z fixed, /^.oan be approximated to be b, g*because g<<l in the
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shaded region (see (21)) . This means thst asymptotic freedom at

short distances Is also Maintained at finite temperature.

On the other hand for infra-red perturoative '3I theories we

cannot say by these slnple but general arguments whether or not

they are Infra-red perturbatlve also at finite temperature. The

reason Is that Infra-red behavior Is ser ious ly affected by

temperature corrections.

Before concluding the paper we l ike to add a cautionary

reaark on the behavior of g In the region ^ » 1 . Coefficients of

powers of g in (17) depends on %. •"<• they go to zero maTjU->0

and become large as l£-»<*>. Therefore In the region ffc »1 i t

can happen that we must consider higher order terms even if g^«»T)

i s realy small . In fact in r e f . [ 5 ] It i s shown that In the

•assive 0(H) scalar model one-loop result i s drastically changed

by two-loop contribution at high temperature and In zero-momentum

l i m i t . This problem Is l e f t as a subjec t of the future

investigation.
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Footnotes

F1) We have def ined coupling constant at zero frequency

throughout this paper.

F2) In some t h e o r i e s g 3hould be replaced by g3 in big

parenthesis.

F3) He mean the theory such as QED, ^<f>* . e t c , where the

perturbation is good at low momentum transfer.
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Figure Caption

Flg.1. The parameter apace of the effective coupling constant

g(/i,C). The region where g(/<»T) remains small is shaded.
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